A material that bows to your
creativity
ROCKPANEL Stones façade panels literally reach for the
top. Thanks to their low weight, they are perfectly suited for
application in taller buildings. What’s more, these flexible
panels made of the natural raw material basalt also expand
your creative scope. Without any special pretreatment, they
can be bent and formed into impressive convex and concave
shapes, thus enabling architectural highlights with striking
structural contours.

Façade panels distinguished
by their lightness
We have virtually liberated façade panels from gravity.
Although these robust panels consist of basalt – a volcanic
rock – they impress by their low weight, which makes them
ideally suited for application in rear-ventilated façades.
Inspired by nature, the new ROCKPANEL Stones series
offers eleven designs to choose from for a range of
spectacular architectural highlights.

Mineral Designs

Mineral Chalk

Mineral Silver

Mineral Clay

Mineral Rust

Mineral Graphite

Basalt Designs

Basalt Zinc

Basalt Iron

Basalt Anthracite

Sustainably
impressive
The new ROCKPANEL Stones series is extremely durable
and amazingly easy to handle. The weatherproof material
has proven itself to be especially impervious to fluctuations
in temperature and humidity, and it complies to the highest
fire safety requirements. Besides, it is highly sustainable:
an independent assessment confirmed a lifespan of 60 years
for ROCKPANEL façade panels, which are also almost
fully recyclable.

Economic efficiency and
intriguingly easy assembly
ROCKPANEL Stones façade panels combine the puristic
impression of stone with unparalleled processing ease:
these panels can be easily cut and installed. This also pays
off with higher structures where low weight and easy
handling play a significant role, also in terms of economic
efficiency.

ROCKPANEL façade panel characteristics:
· A broad range of natural looking designs
· Easy to process – like wood – but with the robustness
of stone
· Can be processed with standard wood processing tools
· Extremely weatherproof and temperature-resistant
· Bendable without pretreatment
· Produced from the fully recyclable raw material basalt
· Durable, colourfast and easy to maintain

Dimensions
Panel thickness: Durable: 8 mm
Xtreme: 8 mm (from 100 m² onwards)
FS-Xtra: 9 mm (from 100 m2 onwards)
Panel width:
1200 mm (1250 mm from 100 m2 onwards)
Panel length:
3050 mm (2500 mm from 100 m2 onwards)

Concrete Designs

Concrete Ash

Concrete Platinum

Learn more about the vast possibilities of façade panels
made of stone in our ebook. For further details or to
request a product sample:
Concrete Sand

www.rockpanel.co.uk/stones

